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The key to a well designed kitchen is not necessarily 

what you see on the outside.  Although the external 

details will certainly garner admiration from family and 

friends, it will be the internal accessories that make you 

smile day after day.

Your kitchen will simply perform better with specific 

accessories for tray storage, pantry goods, cleaning 

supplies, kitchen towels, trash and recycling bins.  

Double the storage in your drawers with two-tier, 

divided trays for silverware, utensils and cutlery.  Keep 

your spice jars nestled in neat, orderly rows with our 

spice drawers and pull-outs.  With Dura Supreme’s 

convenient cookware pull-outs to keep lids organized 

and accessible, you won’t be wrestling with a jumble 

of clanking pots and pans.  These hardworking, 

organizational tools transform your kitchen into an 

efficient workroom with their ingenious compartments 

and pull-out mechanisms.

Optimize, maximize and organize every valuable inch 

of your storage space … and then fully enjoy the art of 

cooking in your Dura Supreme kitchen.

Go to www.durasupreme.com/solutions for a “Storage Solutions” checklist.  

Complete the checklist and review it with your Dura Supreme kitchen 

designer as you plan your new kitchen.
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S P I C E  A C C E S S O R I E S

A well-stocked collection of savory spices deserves an organized storage system that keeps labels in full view for easy identification.  Dura Supreme offers an amazing array 

of storage accessories for your spices; flat storage within drawers, vertical racks that pull-out from thin spaces, door mounted racks, specialized shallow cabinets and even 

drawers with stainless-steel spice jars tucked into their own compartments.  Choose the spice storage solution that works best for you and the way you use your kitchen.
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Keep your spices at your fingertips in this convenient, wood Drawer Spice Rack (DWSR) next to an oven or baking center.
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The end of an island is a great place to tuck a spice rack in a shallow 
cabinet (ISLTPA-DR or ISLTPA-OS).

Wide drawers can multi-task with a Deluxe Drawer Organizer (DDOB) for silverware, utensils and spices.

Small spaces offer a surprising amount of spice storage with a vertical 
pull-out spice rack (BPOF-SR or BPOC-SR).

A traditional Door Spice Rack (DSR) offers convenient storage in a wall cabinet.



C U T L E R Y

Cutlery should be stored in a safe place away from little fingers and organized in individual slots to keep blades sharp.  Our pull-outs take advantage of small spaces and 

can be ideally located near the food prep area.  Drawers can include a slotted knife block or our specialized insert which has individual carved compartments for each 

knife.  Dura Supreme offers a variety of cutlery storage accessories in drawers and pull-outs for the method that best suits your needs. 
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In this two-tier cutlery drawer (TTWCT-B21), silverware is organized on top and the J.A. Henckels® knives are tucked discreetly and safely below.  
The carved cutlery insert is designed specifically for the Henckels knife set (JAHKS) from Dura Supreme.
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A slotted Drawer Knife Holder (DKH) keeps blades sharp, while a chop block (CBD) is conveniently located in the adjacent drawer. 
The chopping block has storage space below and is removable from the drawer for countertop use.

A partition divides a wide drawer to accommodate the carved knife block (for the Henckels knives) 
and a slotted knife holder for a set of steak knives (CCDI & DKH).

A pull-out knife block next to the hood is a convenient place to 
organize a cutlery set (PIL-M with Dura Supreme hood).

The slotted knife holder can be hidden below a two-tier cutlery tray for 
maximum drawer use (TTWCT-A with DKH below).



S I L V E R W A R E  &  U T E N S I L S

“A place for everything and everything in its place.”  This popular saying perfectly sums up the convenient storage solutions available for your Dura Supreme cabinetry.  

Our divided trays, two-tier trays and drawer partitions allow you to segment a drawer for optimal organization and efficiency.  Silverware and kitchen utensils are essential 

tools for every kitchen and when drawers are organized and neatly divided for each utensil, your entire kitchen will be more streamlined and functional. 
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Wide drawers can be divided with a partition to accommodate two accessories; a cutlery tray on the left with partitioned utensil storage on the right (CD & 3 DWRP).
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A simple Cutlery Divider keeps silverware and utensils separated 
and organized (CD).

Drawer partitions can be specified to divide a drawer based on your 
personal preferences (DWRP).

Maximize drawer space with a Two-Tier Wood Cutlery Tray (TTWCT-A) to organize silverware and utensils on two levels within the drawer.

Wide drawers are ideal for our Deluxe Drawer Organizer (DDOA) which includes a cutlery divider, slotted knife holder and 6 stainless steel spice jars.



L I F T - U P  S T O R A G E

The items you store in your kitchen cabinetry are more accessible than ever before with every manner of door that lifts, folds or rolls up and away!  Most of the time, 

traditional hinged cabinet doors work wonderfully.  But for those occasions that call for a unique design or if the door swing could collide with a hood or another kitchen 

element, Dura Supreme offers a variety of ingenious door mechanisms that work as well as they look.
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Dura Supreme’s horizontal Bi-fold Door (WBFD) lifts up and out of the way for full access to the cabinet interior.
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A tall metal appliance door (WACTT) rolls up smoothly to reveal adjustable shelves positioned only a few inches apart for tray storage. If space allows above the cabinet, a lift-door (WLD) provides full-access 
to upper cabinets that are hard to reach.

A hinge-top mechanism (WHT) often works best for reaching 
upper storage areas.



C O O K W A R E  &  B A K E W A R E

A well-stocked kitchen will undoubtedly have an assortment of cookware and bakeware ideally suited for a well-organized storage system.  The usual method of stacking 

pots and pans together results in a clanking jumble of cookware, a tangle of handles and missing lids. Dura Supreme provides a multitude of specialized storage options 

for pots, pans and bakeware, from convenient deep drawers with integrated lid storage partitions, to specialized pull-outs for your entire cookware collection.
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A shallow roll-out neatly stores the lids for the pots and pans stacked in the deep drawer below (ROSAD).



A lid partition at the back of a wide, deep drawer neatly stores pot and 
pan lids for easy access (LSP-B).

A deep drawer below a cooktop is an ideal location for pots and pans.  Add the Lid Storage Partition (LSP-S) to stand lids on both sides of the drawer.
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Your entire cookware collection can be organized neatly in this single pull-
out that houses pots and pans in the lower section, and lids above (ROSPD).

Cookie sheets and pizza pans occupy only a fraction of space when 
organized in this convenient Tray Divider Pull-Out (TDPO).

Tray dividers (TDB) are a convenient way to partition a cabinet for 
tray storage.



S I N K  &  R E C Y C L I N G

The highest traffic zone in the entire house, especially around dinner time, is the kitchen sink.  Dura Supreme provides a tantalizing array of accessories to streamline, organize 

and maximize this area so that every square inch is fully utilized.  Our pull-out caddy for cleaning supplies detaches for portable use around the house.  That cavernous area 

under the sink can be outfitted with tiered shelves and racks, while the cabinet next to the sink can be specified with a double pull-out for trash and recycling bins.
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A convenient pull-out with double bins for trash and recycling is one of Dura Supreme’s most popular cabinets (BRC). Organize cleaning supplies in our convenient pull-out caddy with a detachable, portable basket (SBPOC).
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A convenient storage rack on the door organizes cleaning supplies (SBDR). This thin pull-out next to the sink has a towel rod so dish towels can dry 
after use (BPOF-TB or BPOC-TB).

A two-tiered shelf provides extra storage on either side of the plumbing 
fixtures (SBO).

Sponges are tucked away neatly and can dry overnight in this tip-down 
sink tray (TDFS).



C O N V E N I E N T  R O L L - O U T S

Base cabinets are usually 24” deep, providing a lot of storage space.  However, accessing the items stored in the back of the cabinet can be inconvenient and cumbersome.  

That problem is solved with our roll-out shelves, available in several depths, different configurations and with various partitions.  Our roll-out shelves glide out smoothly 

on full-extension slides and include a soft-close, self-closing feature for optimum convenience. 
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A shallow roll-out on top of a deep drawer adds another level of customized storage (ROSAD).



Adjustable partitions (ADWRP) can divide a drawer or roll-out shelf to 
create more efficient storage.

Conveniently store oven mitts and potholders in a shallow roll-out above a pot and pan drawer (ROSAD). Neatly store your plastic storage containers and lids in this convenient 
roll-out (ROSPD).

Roll-out shelves are available in two depths (standard and deep) to fit your particular application (ROS and ROSD).
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P A N T R Y  S O L U T I O N S

An efficient household often has a pantry full of basic canned and dry goods that form the foundation of a good meal.  Having a convenient location or two within the 

kitchen to organize your pantry goods, where everything is easily visible, can help minimize those last-minute trips to the grocery store.   Dura Supreme offers a variety 

of pantry solutions, with wood or wire racks that pull out of small spaces and keep a stockpile of foods readily available.
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Dura Supreme’s pull-out pantry (BPOP) neatly stores row after row of canned goods within a small space.
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A can rack (BCP) on the door keeps pantry goods easily accessible. Our tall pantry (available with wood or wire shelves) provides an 
amazing amount of storage on full-extension glides (TPOP and TPOPW).

Dura Supreme’s wire pantry (BPOPW) offers slim-line storage for pantry goods.

Open weave baskets offer popular pantry storage for onions and potatoes 
that need the air circulation (SWB).

A heavy mixer can be lifted with ease to countertop level and 
conveniently stored in its own cabinet (BMSC).



B E V E R A G E  C E N T E R S

Some people are coffee connoisseurs and some are wine connoisseurs.  No matter your preference, Dura Supreme offers cabinetry tailored to the beverage of your 

choice.  A variety of attractive configurations are available to store and display your wine collection.  Roll-out shelves can be partitioned to organize your top-shelf liquors 

and sparkling waters.  Beverage centers with flip-up or roll-up doors keep everything accessible and stored together for convenience.
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For larger wine collections, our “X” wine rack is a popular choice for your reds and whites (XW).
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Our popular, tall, metal tambour door rolls-up to reveal a convenient 
coffee center with cups, saucers and sugar stored close at hand (WACTT).

Base cabinets can be designed with an “X” wine rack for an attractive 
display (XBD).

Our wine rack cabinets (vertical or horizontal) offer attractive storage and display of your favorite wines (WWR and BWR). Design a beverage center where guests can help themselves to coffee, 
espresso or bottled waters (WWR and WHT).

A roll-out bottle rack (ROSBR) is an ideal accessory near a beverage center.



P L A T E W A R E  S T O R A G E

Traditionally, plateware and glassware are stored in the upper cabinets near a sink or dishwasher.  That location continues to work well for most applications, but there 

are several other options to store plateware within easier reach and easier access.  Our open plate rack cabinet creates an attractive display with colorful plateware. Or 

consider any of our popular drawer plate racks that store heavy dishware below the countertop instead of over your head.  
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Our drawer plate rack (PRDWR) is a convenient location to store an entire set of dishware.
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A tall tambour cabinet (WACTT) provides centralized storage while 
adjustable shelves are precisely positioned for maximum organization.

A decorative plate rack cabinet displays your beautiful dishware (WOPDC).

Dura Supreme’s Dish Storage Drawer (DSD) offers a convenient location below the countertop for stacks of plates and bowls.



C O N V E N I E N T  C O R N E R  S T O R A G E

Corner cabinets encompass a surprising amount of space on the interior and Dura Supreme offers several ingenious accessories so that every inch of that space is 

accessible and convenient.  Turntables are a traditional solution and ours spin smoothly and effortlessly.  Swiveling shelves and gliding trays also offer clever options for 

cavernous corner cabinets, so that the items stored in the cabinet glide out for easy access.
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Wisely use the storage space within our large corner cabinets with our convenient swing-out wire baskets (BCBB).
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These uniquely-shaped shelves pivot and glide out of the cabinet for 
complete access to items stored in the farthest corners (BCSO).

Two half-circle shelves pivot and pull-out for convenient access (BCSOSW).

Our giant turntable shelves swivel inside the cabinet and utilize valuable 
storage space (GSSCB).

A corner wall cabinet is an ideal location for a stack of convenient 
turntables (DCWWS).



H O O D  A C C E S S O R I E S

Dura Supreme’s beautiful hoods create an impressive architectural focal point within the kitchen.  They also provide an ideal location for convenient and practical storage 

of essential cutlery, cooking ingredients and spices.  Towers and pillars next to the cooking surface can be specified with your choice of doors, pull-outs for spices or 

cutlery, drawers or open shelves depending on your personal preferences.
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Apothecary drawers are a charming, decorative option for hoods and offer convenient storage for spices and 
recipe cards (PIL-K or TOWR-G).

Keep your cutlery collection close at hand in a pull-out next to the cooking area (PIL-M or TOWR-J).
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A short stack of drawers is a convenient accessory next to a cooktop 
(PIL-I or TOWR-E).

A pull-out spice rack next to the cooking surface is a popular 
accessory (PIL-G).

Open spice storage offers a decorative option below the hood (PIL-D).

A small storage area next to the hood can be turned into practical storage 
for cooking oils and spices (PIL-E).



P U L L - O U T  S T O R A G E

Small spaces offer a surprising amount of storage when you use Dura Supreme’s pull-outs for spice storage, tray dividers, towel bar or cutlery.  Oftentimes, these ingenious 

pull-outs can be tucked behind a decorative turned post or column for an exceptionally clever use of space.  The full-extension slides are concealed for a sleek look and 

the soft-close, self-close feature is an added bonus. 
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A shallow tray above the cutlery block offers convenient storage for small items and spices (BPOC-KB or BPOF-KB).
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Organize an entire collection of spices in only a few inches of space with 
our pull-out spice rack (BPOC-SR or BPOF-SR).

Individual slots in our pull-out knife block protect blades and keep handles 
accessible (BPOC-KB or BPOF-KB).

Tray storage in a pull-out offers a practical and convenient use of space 
(BPOC-TS or BPOF-TS).

A pull-out towel bar next to the sink provides a convenient place to 
hang damp towels (BPOC-TB or BPOF-TB).



B E Y O N D  T H E  K I T C H E N

Dura Supreme’s unique storage solutions have applications in all areas of the home.  The accessories shown in this section feature smart storage ideas for bathrooms, desk 

areas, entertainment centers and beyond.  Don’t limit the use of our storage solutions to cabinetry in the kitchen, but extend the organizational ingenuity and clutter-

management to all areas of your home with Dura Supreme.
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Our Media Storage Drawer (MSD) organizes DVDs and CDs for convenient management of your media library.
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Our flat, roll-out media shelves work well for gaming systems and A/V 
equipment (ROSF).

A desk area is ideal for our small apothecary drawers (WE_D).A vanity grooming rack (VGC) is a must-have for curling irons and blow-dryers.

Our decorative organizer with hooks offers convenient storage for bathrooms 
and mudrooms alike (CRO).

Vertical pull-outs organize CDs and DVDs in your media library (ETWRPB).



C A B I N E T R Y

Simply Supreme.
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